New Lift Solutions
from Human Care

Two new hanger bars
We are pleased to present two new 2-point fixed hanger bars that are lightweight, yet
extremely durable. Available in three sizes, these new hanger bars feature a sleek, modern
design and can be easily affixed to all our lifts. Made of aluminum, the aesthetic design not
only compliments any room, but assures that patients are lifted safely and securely.

Hanger bar for HeliQ lifts

Hanger bar for portable lifts

*hangar bars must be ordered with
every lift, including portable models
Roomer S and Altair

Benefits and features
Lightweight

Specifications

Made of aluminum, these hanger bars are lightweight yet strong. Slings are easily affixed into
the hooks for convenient lifting.

Description

Quick release connection

The hanger bars easily attach to the overhead lifts,
either with the hook at the belt (HeliQ) or with the
quick release connection (Altair and Roomer S).

Easier sling attachment

Our hanger bars feature extra large hooks to make
sling attachment even easier! With a high weight
capacity of 300kg (661 lbs), these hanger bars
can easily meet many lifting requirements.

Multiple widths to accommodate a
variety of users

Our hanger bars are offered in multiple widths,
making it easy to choose the correct hanger
bar width to suit your needs. All hanger bars
feature an easy-to-read product label that
indicates the specifications to make your
choice that much easier.

Part no.

Weight

Weight capacity

Hanger bar Altair/Roomer-S 2-point 45 cm
/17.7”

55751

1.2 kg /
2.6 lbs

300 kg/661 lbs

Hanger bar Altair/Roomer-S 2-point 55 cm
/21.7”

55764

1,45 kg /
3,2 lbs

300 kg/661 lbs

Hanger bar HeliQ 2-point 35 cm /13.8”

72754

0.9 kg /
2.0 lbs

300 kg/661 lbs

Hanger bar HeliQ 2-point 45 cm /17.7”

72755

1.1 kg /
2.4 lbs

300 kg/661 lbs

Hanger bar HeliQ 2-point 60 cm /23.6”

27757

1.3 kg /
6.6 lbs

300 kg/661 lbs

New part numbers for hanger bars
(ordered separately)

New part numbers for lifts applicable with new hanger bars
(hanger bars are not included and need to be ordered separately)
HeliQ 150 kg

55100H

HeliQ 220 kg

55110H

HeliQ 300 kg

55120H

HeliQ 150 kg PT

55130H

HeliQ 220 kg PT

55140H

HeliQ 300 kg PT

55150H

Altair 150 kg (not telescopic)

55200H

Altair 220 kg (not telescopic)

55210H

Altair 300 kg (not telescopic)

55220H

Roomer S 220 kg (not telescopic)

55300H

Specify region when ordering, XX=EU(Europe), AU(Australia), GB (Great Britain), NA (North
America), JP (Japan). Example: 55300H-EU (Roomer S european model)

New manual and powered
4-point Spreader Bar
Human Care is proud to introduce a new powered 4-point spreader bar to our portfolio of
Overhead Lifts. This new spreader bar is ultimate choice for hospitals and other health
care environments who use slings affixed with clips. Controlled by the lift handset, the
electric movement is smooth and comfortable for both the client and the caregiver.

Benefits and features
Very smooth transfer

Specifications

The actuator is in the middle of the bar, which
means the spreader bar self-balances while
being used with the overhead lift and, as a result,
offers a very smooth transfer for the user.

Description

Part no.

Weight

Dimensions

Weight capacity

Manual 4-point
spreader bar small

91920

7.6 kg /
16.76 lbs

465x450x495 mm
18.3x17.7x19.4”

227 kg / 500 lbs

Powered 4-point
spreader bar medium

91921

10.2 kg /
22.49 lbs

465x590x495 mm
18.3x23.2x19.4”

227 kg / 500 lbs

Comfortable for the user

Powered 4-point
spreader bar large

91922

10.6 kg /
23.36 lbs

515x730x495 mm
18.3x28.7x19.4”

227 kg / 500 lbs

Functions such as moving up and down,
and tilting the spreaderbar can be operated
simultaneously which saves time for caregivers
and increases the comfort for the user.

Continuous charge

The bar is connected to the ceiling lift motor
allowing it to charge at the same time as the
ceiling lift motor itself. This allows the spreader
bar to always be ready for use when needed.

New Gate
Gates enable transfers from an X-Y or traverse system to a straight rail, or the other way
around. They are an integral part of the rail systems commonly used in health care facilities,
especially in intensive care and rehabilitation. Human Care is pleased to present our gate that
is compatible with all our lifts. With an extremely fast operating time of less than 3 seconds,
and quiet operation our gate system is efficient, convenient and easy to use.

Benefits and features
Smooth and silent operation

Smooth and silent operation without any client
inconvenience.

Operated without hand control

With automatic start, the gate requires no
hand control which ensures quick and easy
operation. The moment the lift enters the gate,
it is activated into action allowing the user to
continue the lift without delay.

Can handle multiple lifts at once

With an operating time of less than 3 seconds*,
our gates not only offer quick transfer time, but
allow the use of multiple lifts in one operation.
* Cycle commences when the traverse is in the correct position and
the lift has entered the activation position to enable passage.

Specifications
Description

Part no.

Weight

Dimensions

Weight capacity

Gate

55721

10 kg/22 lbs

120 x 40 x 200 mm
4.7x1.5x7.8”

300 kg /661 lbs

Compatible with HeliQ, HeliQ-PT, Roomer S and Altair
Compatible with our rails: P87, P120 and P180

New Turntable
Human Care is proud to introduce our new turntable which is an integral part of a fixed rail
system used in health care, intensive care and rehabilitation. The turntable is designed to
provide the option of switching between three or four rail paths. They are ideal for installations where curved sections cannot accommodate the requirements or tight spaces, such
as bathrooms, that require multiple lift points. With four exit points on our new turntable,
the overhead lift’s travel direction can easily be moved to another rail 90 degrees from the
original in either the left or right direction.

Benefits and features
Automatic power

The turntable is an electronically powered
automatic solution which ensures ease of
transfers in tight areas requiring multiple lifts.

Smooth and silent operation

Smooth, silent and logical operation without
any client inconvenience.

Quick and easy operation

With an operating time of less than 5 seconds
and the capability of handling more than
one lift in operation, our turntables are an
exceptional addition to any system. The
turntable operates automatically without a
hand control when the lift enters the turntable.
This ensures quick and easy operation.

Specifications
Description

Part no.

Weight

Dimensions

Safe working load

Turntable

91884

28 kg /62 lbs

825 x 825 x 120 mm
32.4 x 32.4 x 4.7”

300 kg /661 lbs

Compatible with HeliQ, HeliQ-PT, Roomer S and Altair
Compatible with our rails: P87, P120 and P180
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